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San Gallo Palace 4*Sup. 
Via Lorenzo il Magnifico 2, Firenze 
www.sangallopalace.it 
tel. 055.463871 

 

 Featuring a Florentine garden where breakfast is served, the 
peaceful San Gallo Palace is a 15-minute walk from the Accademia 
Gallery. It offers classically furnished rooms with parquet flooring, 
and free Wi-Fi throughout.Rooms at the San Gallo are air 
conditioned and decorated with luxurious fabrics and leather chairs. 
Each has a minibar, and a TV with satellite and pay-per-view 
channels.The hotel’s buffet breakfast includes cappuccino or herbal 
tea, with Tuscan ham and pastries. Breakfast room service can also 
be ordered.Staff are available to book trips, such as to the Uffizi 
Gallery, 2 km away.  

 

 

 

 

 Rates are breakfast and service included 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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Dus Dbl 

All year  € 143 € 178 

http://www.sangallopalace.it/
http://www.hotelaprile.it/image_zoomff15.html?show=NDBiYjYzZTRmMGQ5ZDE1NmQyNDRkYjZjM2YzM2YzNDkuanBnP3dpZHRoPSI2NDAiIGhlaWdodD0iNDgwIg==
http://www.hotelrivoli.it/


Grand Hotel Adriatico 4 * 
Via Maso Finiguerra 9, Firenze 
www.hoteladriatico.it 
tel 055 27931 
 

 

 Offering refined accommodation just 400 metres from Santa Maria 
Novella Station, the Grand Hotel Adriatico is in Florence’s centre, a 10-
minute walk from Florence’s Duomo. Each room at Best Western Hotel 
Adriatico has wooden floors and furniture, plus warm colour schemes. 
All rooms are air conditioned and feature a flat-screen TV with satellite 
channels. The varied breakfast buffet is served every morning and can 
be enjoyed in the private garden during summer. The Adriatico’s 
restaurant specialises in traditional Tuscan dishes and wines, plus 
Italian favourites. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 Rates are breakfast and service included 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. If 
on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as the 
IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-hoc 
one’s.   
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Sgl Dus dbl 

Low seas € 95 € 105 € 120 

Medum seas € 120 € 147 € 170 

High seas € 120 € 147 € 170 

http://www.hoteladriatico.it/
http://www.hoteladriatico.it/img/reservations1_b.jpg
http://www.hotelaprile.it/image_zoomff15.html?show=NDBiYjYzZTRmMGQ5ZDE1NmQyNDRkYjZjM2YzM2YzNDkuanBnP3dpZHRoPSI2NDAiIGhlaWdodD0iNDgwIg==


Hotel Rivoli 4*sup 
Via della Scala 33, Firenze 
www.hotelrivoli.it 
tel 055 27861 
 

 

  
 

 The 4-star Best Western Hotel Rivoli is set in a restored Franciscan 
convent of the 14th century, 300 metres from Firenze Santa Maria 
Novella Train Station. The garden with patio is equipped with a free, 
heated hot tub. Rooms are spacious and elegant. Classic-style rooms 
at the Rivoli come with soundproofing, a minibar and a flat-screen 
TV. The private bathroom includes a hairdryer and free toiletries. 
Some rooms have a terrace. Just a 10-minute walk from Florence 
Cathedral, Hotel Rivoli offers a free fitness centre, a 24-hour 
reception and air-conditioned accommodation. 

 

 

 

   

 

 Rates are breakfast and service included 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low  seas €   95 € 105 € 120 

Medium seas € 120 € 150 € 170 

High  seas 
 

€ 120 € 150 € 170 
 

http://www.hotelrivoli.it/
http://www.hotelrivoli.it/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/cortile_notte.jpg


De La Ville 4* 
Piazza Antinori 1, Firenze 
www.hoteldelaville.it 
tel 055 2381805 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Combining luxury and classic-style décor, Hotel De La Ville enjoys a 
top location in Florence. It is on the pedestrian, high-fashion street 
of Via Tornabuoni, a 3-minute walk from Florence Cathedral and 5 
minutes from Santa Maria Novella Train Station. Rooms at Hotel De 
La Ville come with Florentine décor. Facilities include an LCD TV, a 
minibar, centralised air conditioning and a private marble bathroom. 
Floors are wooden or carpeted. Breakfast is a rich American-style 
buffet with fresh fruit, cold meats, bacon and eggs. Freshly baked 
Italian cakes and pastries are also provided. The hotel bar is open for 
coffee and drinks throughout the day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rates are breakfast and service included 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-hoc 
one’s 
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Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas  €      100,00   €       115,00   €    129,00  

Medium seas  €      115,00   €       135,00   €    149,00  

High seas  €      135,00   €       165,00   €    189,00  

http://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=hotel+de+la+ville+firenze&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=cPc26c5mUg_bdM&tbnid=l6kMmPjWRQkn7M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.t-doc.it/hotel-de-la-ville.html&ei=LGtIUZ7wCIjGPOjcgYAH&bvm=bv.43828540,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNHUQBWEnTu12Kej3gNXGG_HAoAM7g&ust=1363786911031554


Athenaeum Hotel 4* 
Via Cavour 88, Firenze 
www.hotelathenaeum.com 
tel 055 589456 
  The 4-star Athenaeum offers design interiors and Restaurant Riflessi 

serving Tuscan specialities and wines. It is located a 10-minute walk 
from Florence Cathedral and Santa Maria Novella Station.Rooms 
come with refined furniture and light colours. Each one has free Wi-
Fi access, an LCD TV with satellite channels, plus an elegant marble 
bathroom.Every morning, you can enjoy a varied breakfast buffet, 
complete with cold cuts, cheese, fresh fruit and pastries. The 
Gallery bar and lounge overlooks the patio and serves drinks and 
snacks.Facilities at Athenaeum Personal Hotel include a billiard 
room and a mini golf course set on the terrace on the first floor. A 
well-equipped fitness corner and a free internet point are also 
available. 

 

 

  

 

 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-hoc 
one’s.  

 Fair /Congres rates:  DUS  € 220,00 

   DBL   € 253,00 
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Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 115 € 140 

High seas € 144 € 160 

http://www.hotelathenaeum.com/
http://www.hotelathenaeum.com/gallery/img/esterni_1.jpg
http://www.hotelathenaeum.com/gallery/img/camere_1.jpg


Hotel Orologio 4* 
Hotel Santa Maria Novella 4* 
Piazza Santa Maria Novella, Firenze 
www.whythebesthotels.com 
tel 055 277380/ 055 271840 
 

 

 Both hotels are themed design hotel on Piazza Santa Maria Novella. 
It offers stylish rooms with free Wi-Fi and marble bathrooms. 
Florence Cathedral is 600 metres away. Each floor of Hotel L’Orologio 
is dedicated to an important watch manufacturer. Each room is 
unique, displaying photographs and paintings of a specific 
wristwatch model. The elegant rooms feature mahogany floors and 
furniture. They include a flat-screen TV with satellite channels, and 
air conditioning. Some offer views over Florence city centre.A buffet 
breakfast is served in the top-floor dining room, which boasts lovely 
views of the square. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rates are breakfast and service included 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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  Singola  Dus  Double 

 Low seas € 156,00 € 189,00 € 217,00 

Hight seas € 189,00 € 217,00 € 260,00 

http://www.whythebesthotels.com/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-santa-maria-novella/?kwp=72-1-h207521&ref=1291578&gclid=CKXKt7G0oKcCFZIn3wodSFbudQ
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-orologio/?kwp=72-1-h309594&ref=1291578&gclid=CJSVt8i1oKcCFc0g3wodMmkLbw


 
Grand Hotel Balestri 4* 
Piazza Mentana  - Firenze 
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita
/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-
santa-croce.html 
tel 055 214743 

 Hotel Balestri faces the Arno River in central Florence. Ponte Vecchio 
and the Uffizi Gallery are a quarter mile away. It features a roof 
terrace with lovely city views. Rooms are elegantly furnished, air-
conditioned and offer satellite TV. They include a private bathroom 
with a hairdryer. Some have a balcony, and some offer views of the 
Arno River. The hotel’s public spaces are decorated in a classic style 
with antique furniture. Guests can enjoy a drink at the bar, where 
light snacks are available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rates are breakfast and service included 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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  Single Dus  Double 

Low seas € 156,00 € 189,00 € 217,00 

High seas € 189,00 € 217,00 € 260,00 

http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/ita/firenze-hotel-balestri/hotel-firenze-santa-croce.html


Hotel Universo  3* 
Piazza Santa Maria Novella, Firenze 
www.whythebesthotels.com 
tel 055 293890/055 277300 
 

 

 Overlooking the Basilica of Santa Maria Novella, Hotel Universo is set 
in a quiet square in central Florence. It offers colourful design rooms 
with air conditioning and a buffet breakfast.The Universo is just 300 
metres from Santa Maria Novella Train Station and 5 minutes' walk 
from Florence Cathedral. The surrounding area is packed with 
interesting monuments, shops and restaurants. 

   

 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast and service included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-

hoc one’s.   
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  Single Dus  Double 

Low seas € 90.00 € 115.00 

High seas € 95.00 € 120.00 

http://www.whythebesthotels.com/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-universo/?kwp=72-1-h8458&ref=1291578&gclid=CPKt06S4oKcCFZMK3wodcVYYbw
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-rosso-23/?kwp=72-1-h300789&ref=1291578&gclid=CPX7mfK4oKcCFcQH3wodjhRjcA


HOTEL Rosso 23 3* 
Piazza S.Maria Novella, Firenze 
 www.whythebesthotels.com  
tel 055 -  27184177 

in 
 Rosso 23: Overlooking the Basilica of Santa Maria Novella, Rosso23 is 

a modern hotel in the heart of Florence. It offers great service, a 
varied buffet breakfast and contemporary air-conditioned rooms. 

 Balestri: Hotel Balestri faces the Arno River in Florence city centre. 
Ponte Vecchio and the Uffizi Gallery are 400 metres away. It features 
a roof terrace with lovely city views.Rooms are elegantly furnished, 
air-conditioned and offer satellite TV.  Some have a balcony, and 
some boast views of the Arno River. 

 

 

 

 

   

 Fares are breakfast and service included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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  Single Dus  Double 

Low seas € 100,00 € 125,00 

High seas € 105,00 € 130,00 

http://www.whythebesthotels.com/
http://www.whythebesthotels.com/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-rosso-23/?kwp=72-1-h300789&ref=1291578&gclid=CPX7mfK4oKcCFcQH3wodjhRjcA
http://www.google.it/imgres?hl=it&sa=X&rlz=1C1LDJZ_enIT504IT519&biw=1366&bih=667&tbm=isch&tbnid=0S65YrDoshlrvM:&imgrefurl=http://www.booking.com/hotel/it/hotelbalestrifirenze.it.html&docid=qE36AGtkdPdM3M&imgurl=http://q-ec.bstatic.com/images/hotel/max300/307/307205.jpg&w=300&h=200&ei=SkxHUfbwHYjaswamxoHIDQ&zoom=1&ved=0CIYBEIQcMBI&ved=1t:3588,r:18,s:0,i:134


Hotel Garibaldi Blu 3* 
P.za Santa Maria Novella 21 – Firenze 
http://www.hotelgaribaldiblu.com/ita
/index.html 
tel 055 277300 

 Situated in Piazza Santa Maria Novella, in a strategic position for the 
station and the historic centre, the Garibaldi Blu is an innovative 
boutique design hotel in an historic building that once hosted 
Giuseppe Garibaldi, as the plaque outside indicates. The hotel 
opened December 5 2014. United by the fashion and young 
philosophy of the Hotel Rosso 23, physically is joined to the latter by 
an internal connection, with large common areas and services of a 
four star hotel that introduce a new innovative format "Two in one" 
in the world of hospitality: two hotels, two different styles together 
under the same roof. It is a hotel with two souls: contemporary 
design features and the latest technological comforts in an 
authentically historic and artistic framework, with original 19th-
century frescoes and vaulted ceilings in typically Florentine style. 

 

 

  

 Fares are breakfast and service included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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  Singola  Dus  Double 

Low seas   € 110,00 € 135,00 

Hig seas   € 115,00 € 145,00 

http://www.hotelgaribaldiblu.com/ita/index.html
http://www.hotelgaribaldiblu.com/ita/index.html


Hotel Il Guelfo Bianco 3* 
Via Cavour 29, Firenze 
www.ilguelfobianco.it 
tel 055 288330 

 
 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer 
it, instead of the ad-hoc one’s.   
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high seas low seas 

Singola € 143 € 100 

Dus  executive € 163 € 110 

Dus superior € 177 € 113 

Dus de lux € 194 € 122 

Doppia executive € 182 € 125 

Doppia superior € 202 €135 

Doppia de lux € 214 € 145 

Junior suite singola € 214 € 145 

Junior suite doppia € 244 € 145 

Tripla superior € 224 € 145 

Tripla de lux € 244 € 170 

http://www.ilguelfobianco.it/
http://www.ilguelfobianco.it/img/g8_b.jpg
http://www.ilguelfobianco.it/img/g5_b.jpg


 
 

Hotel Cimabue 3* 
Via Bonifacio Lupi 7, Firenze 
www.hotelcimabue.it 
tel 055 475601 

 The Hotel has, twenty one gracious and exclusive rooms which 
offer, through their large 18th century windows, splendid peeks of 
antique Florence like that of the 13th century stone building, once 
the hospital of Bonifazio Lupi, in front of the Hotel, or the lovely 
renaissance Palazzo Pandolfini, and those beside it. The Hotel is also 
found only a short walk away from the Gallery Dell’Accademia,  

   

 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Not valid on during Christmas  holidays  

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, 
instead of the ad-hoc one’s.   
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Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 65 € 75 € 80 

Medium seas € 80 € 90 € 100 

High seas € 100 € 110 € 135 

http://www.hotelcimabue.it/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-cimabue/?kwp=72-6-h6642&ref=1291578&gclid=CMqR9sO9oKcCFUQI3wodcX6ceA
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-cimabue/?kwp=72-6-h6642&ref=1291578&gclid=CMqR9sO9oKcCFUQI3wodcX6ceA


Loggiato dei Serviti 3* 
Piazza SS Annunziata, Firenze 
www.loggiatodeiservitihotel.it 
tel 055 289592 
 

 Set in an elegant 15th-century building, Loggiato dei Serviti is 150 
metres from the Accademia Gallery and 5 minutes' walk from 
Florence Cathedral. It offers unique rooms with antique 
furniture.Loggiato dei Serviti overlooks one of Florence's most 
beautiful squares, Piazza Santissima Annunziata. It is opposite 
Brunelleschi's Ospedale degli Innocenti, a former orphanage and 
impressive Renaissance-style building.Rooms feature luxury fabrics 
and dark-wood furniture. All air-conditioned, they also come with a 
minibar, satellite TV and a private bathroom with hairdryer and 
toiletries. Some have four-poster beds or city views. 

 

   

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
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Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 90 € 99 € 110 

High seas € 120 € 150 € 165 

http://www.loggiatodeiservitihotel.it/


Hotel Cellai 4 * 
Via 27 Aprile, Firenze 
www.hotelcellai.it 
tel 055 489291 

 
 Cellai Hotel is 5 minutes' walk from Accademia Gallery with 

Michelangelo's David and a 10-minute walk from Santa Maria 
Novella Train Station. The roof terrace overlooks Florence's 
rooftops and hills.Cellai Hotel Florence features original paintings 
and antiques, in its many lounges and reading rooms. You can 
listen to jazz music in the library with honesty bar. Contemporary 
art exhibitions are held on site monthly.Each of the guest rooms is 
individually decorated with warm colours, and is equipped with air 
conditioning, satellite TV, and Wi-Fi access. The style is classic, with 
wooden or carpeted floors, and elegant furniture. 

   

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included; courtesy bike available 
for guests. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer 
it, instead of the ad-hoc one’s.   
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Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 102  € 122 € 132 

High seas € 115 € 135 € 155 

http://www.hotelcellai.it/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-cellai/?kwp=72-1-h3873&ref=1291578&gclid=COrSuIKoq6cCFYMTfAod_j9qBA
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-cellai/?kwp=72-1-h3873&ref=1291578&gclid=COrSuIKoq6cCFYMTfAod_j9qBA


Grand Hotel Minerva 4* 
Piazza S.Maria Novella, Firenze 
www.grandhotelminerva.com 
tel 055 27230 

  Grand Hotel Minerva features a rooftop swimming pool and sun 
terrace with views across Florence’s historic centre. Santa Maria 
Novella Train Station is just 300 metres away.The air-conditioned 
rooms offer free Wi-Fi access and satellite TV. Some have views 
across to Florence Cathedral, just 500 metres away.The Hotel 
Minerva Grand has a 24-hour front desk and staff can advise on 
visits to Florence’s main sites, including the Uffizi Gallery and 
Gallery dell’Accademia.Hotel Minerva’s restaurant serves 
traditional Italian dishes and you can enjoy a drink from the 
rooftop bar 

 

  

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer 
it, instead of the ad-hoc one’s.   
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Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 99 € 110 € 125 

High seas € 140 € 160 € 196 

http://www.grandhotelminerva.com/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/grand-hotel-minerva/?kwp=72-6-h3827&ref=1291578&gclid=CKvY-_yqq6cCFcomfAodpSMFAw
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/grand-hotel-minerva/?kwp=72-6-h3827&ref=1291578&gclid=CKvY-_yqq6cCFcomfAodpSMFAw


I Sette Santi Hostel 
Viale dei Mille, 11 Firenze 
www.7santi.com 
tel 055 5048452 

 The 7 Santi is a friendly hostel located near the Artemio Franchi 
football stadium, and 300 meters from Firenze Campo di Marte Train 
Station. It offers en suite rooms with free internet.The hostel is 
located in a residential building with lift. Reception is on the ground 
floor, and rooms are on the second and third floor. Dormitories are 
also available.Wi-Fi is free throughout the building. In public areas 
you will find 4 computer terminals and printer, all free of 
charge.Hostel 7 Santi serves a varied buffet breakfast. The restaurant 
is always open and has outdoor seating. 

 

 

 

  

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. Wifi free 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

Universalturismo srl 18 

Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 99 € 110 € 125 

High seas € 140 € 160 € 196 



Hotel Malaspina 3* 
Piazza Indipendenza, Firenze 
www.malaspinahotel.it 
tel 055 489869 
  Hotel Malaspina is in Piazza Indipendenza, 300 metres from 

Fortezza Da Basso, Florence's exhibition centre. Rooms come in 
classic Tuscan style, with free Wi-Fi, desk and living area.Malaspina 
Hotel is housed in a 19th-century building, a 10-minute walk from 
both Santa Maria Novella Train Station and the famous Accademia 
Gallery. Public buses stop just 50 metres away.The bar is open until 
late and serves delicious Tuscan wines. Breakfast includes typical 
Florentine sweet pastries as well as savoury food 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, 
instead of the ad-hoc one’s.   

 

Universalturismo srl 19 19 Universalturismo srl 

Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low sea € 60 € 70 € 80 

Medium sea € 70 € 80 € 95 

High seas € 90 € 105 € 127 

http://www.malaspinahotel.it/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-malaspina/?ref=1276892
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-malaspina/?ref=1276892


Hotel Brunelleschi 4* 
Piazza Santa Elisabetta, Firenze  
www.hotelbrunelleschi.it 
tel 055 27370 

 
 

 Completely renovated in 2012, Hotel Brunelleschi is set in a restored 
Byzantine tower and Medieval Church overlooking Florence 
Cathedral. Its elegant rooms come with parquet floors and 42" LCD 
TVs.The Brunelleschi's contemporary style rooms have air 
conditioning, an iPod docking station and a laptop-sized safe with 
power socket.  The rooms have a twice daily cleaning and turndown 
service.There is a new restaurant, Osteria della Pagliazza, and a new 
Tower bar where you can enjoy a drink. The Brunelleschi Hotel also 
has a fitness centre, private museum and 3 meeting rooms. Wi-Fi 
access is available and you will find a selection of local and 
international newspapers. 

 

   

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   
 

Universalturismo srl 20 Universalturismo srl 20 

Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 144 € 164 

High  seas € 194 € 214 

http://www.hotelbrunelleschi.it/


Villa Aurora 4* 
Piazza Mino, Fiesole (Fi) 
www.villaurora.net 
tel 055 59363 
 

 Offering a garden with outdoor swimming pool and free parking, 
Hotel Villa Aurora is built around a 19th-century manor in the 
historic centre of Fiesole, right in front of the bus stop to Florence. 
All rooms offer air conditioning and a satellite TV.The restaurant and 
bar offers a breathtaking view of Florence. For weddings, birthdays 
and special events the management offers a bottle of champagne 
and fresh fruit in the room, along with free breakfast room service in 
the morning. 

  

 

 

 

   

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

 

 

 

Universalturismo srl 21 21 Universalturismo srl 

  Single  Dus  Double Executive 
Dus/Dbl 

Low seas  €            60,00   €          60,00   €             60,00   €         80,00  

Middle seas   €            95,00   €          95,00   €             95,00   €       125,00  

High seas  €         148,00   €       148,00   €           148,00   €       170,00  

http://www.villaurora.net/


Villa la Stella Casa per Ferie 
Via Jacopone da Todi, Firenze 
www.villalastella.it 
tel 055 5088018 
 

 

 Offering rooms with a view over the Tuscan hills, Hotel Villa La Stella 
is set on the hills of Fiesole, in a quiet area 5 km from the centre of 
Florence. It boasts free private parking and free Wi-Fi 
throughout.With air conditioning and a flat-screen TV, rooms have a 
private bathroom with shower and bidet.An extensive buffet-style 
breakfast is provided daily, and it includes sweet and savoury 
products. 

 

   

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until  10 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, 
instead of the ad-hoc one’s 

Universalturismo srl 22 22 Universalturismo srl 

sgl Dus dbl Tpl 

Low seas € 55 € 70 € 85 € 102 

High seas € 62 € 75 € 92 € 110 

http://www.villalastella.it/


Villa Bonelli 3* 
Via F.Poeti, Fiesole (Fi) 
www.hotelvillabonelli.com 
tel 055 59513 
 

 

 

 

 Situated in the old Etruscan village of Fiesole, Hotel Villa Bonelli is 
surrounded by a magnificent landscape of green hills, overlooking 
Florence. There is a terrace and bar on site.Air-conditioned rooms 
at the Villa Bonelli all come with satellite TV, a safe and minibar. 
The private bathroom includes a hairdryer and free toiletries.There 
are plenty of cafés and restaurants within 500 metres of the hotel. 
The property is a 20-minute bus ride from the centre of Florence. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group 
accommodation. If on the web is available a  better rate, with the 
same conditions, as the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer 
it, instead of the ad-hoc one’s.   

 

Universalturismo srl 23 23 Universalturismo srl 

Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 56 € 62 

Medium seas € 59 € 65 

High seas € 79 € 88 

http://www.hotelvillabonelli.com/


 
 
Hotel Villa Morghen B&B 
Via Feliceto – Settignano (Fi) 
www.villamorghen.com 
tel 055 697362 

 
 

 Located on a hill with panoramic views of Florence, Villa Morghen 
offers rustic-style accommodation in a 15th-century building. 
Featuring a garden with BBQ facilities, the property is located in 
Settignano.Rooms include a TV. The private bathroom comes with a 
shower and free toiletries. Wi-Fi is free in public areas.A sweet Italian 
breakfast buffet with croissants, jam and hot drinks is served daily.A 
bus that stops 500 metres from Villa Morghen takes you to Florence. 
Fiesole is 2 km away. 

  

   

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Shuttle bus on request 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s 
 

Universalturismo srl 24 24 Universalturismo srl 

Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 60 € 65 € 80 

High seas € 65 € 70 € 90 

http://www.villamorghen.com/


Hotel Meridiana 3* 
Viale Don Minzoni 25, Firenze 
www.meridiana-hotel.it 
tel 055 576552 

 Hotel Meridiana offers air-conditioned rooms with satellite TV. Set in 
Florence, it is a 15-minute drive from Peretola Airport and is well 
connected by public transport to the historic centre.At the Meridiana 
you will find an internet point with Wi-Fi access as well as a small 
meeting room. A large buffet breakfast is available each morning in 
the dining hall.Located just 300 metres from Piazza della Libertà, the 
hotel has excellent bus links to Florence's Santa Maria Novella 
Station. Ask staff at the 24-hour reception for advice on making the 
most of your stay in Florence 

   

   

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

 

Universalturismo srl 25 

Sgl Dus Dbl 

High seas € 70 € 80 € 90 

Low seas € 85 € 95 € 105 

http://www.meridiana-hotel.it/
http://www.meridiana-hotel.it/
http://www.meridiana-hotel.it/


Pensione Bencistà 
Via Benedetto da Maiano 40, Fiesole 
www.bencista.com 
tel 055 59163  

 Pensione Bencistà is a 14th-century villa set in the hills above Florence 
and surrounded by typical Tuscan olive groves. The terrace offers 
panoramic views over the city.You have a free internet point with Wi-Fi 
in the lounge at Pensione Bencistà. There is also a games and TV room 
here, plus a children's play area in the gardens.Breakfast here contains 
sweet and savoury Tuscan products.Free parking is provided. The 
pretty town of Fiesole is just 5 minutes' drive from Pensione Bencistà. 

 

 

 

 

   

   

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. If 
on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as the 
IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-hoc 
one’s.   

 

 

 

Universalturismo srl 26 

Sgl Dus Dlb 

Low seas € 80 € 110 € 143 

High seas € 90 € 120 € 150 

http://www.bencista.com/


Hotel Villa D’Annunzio 4* 
Via  G. D’Annunzio, 141 a/b Firenze 
www.dannunziohotel.it 
tel 055 60296  

 Surrounded by a relaxing 6000-m² garden from the late 1800s, Hotel 
Villa d'Annunzio is a 10-minute drive from the historic centre of 
Florence. It features an outdoor swimming pool and free Wi-Fi.This 
former ancient monastery has been renovated into an elegant hotel, 
offering a stylish entrance and lounge area. In the lovely breakfast 
room you will enjoy a generous buffet breakfast. A bar is also 
available.Rooms at Best Western Hotel Villa d'Annunzio are air 
conditioned and come with classic furniture. Each overlooks the 
surrounding greenery, and includes a TV with satellite channels and a 
minibar.Set in the Campo di Marte district, the property is 7.5 km 
from the A1 motorway. Fiesole is 4.5 km away, while Florence Airport 
is 20 minutes by car from the property. 

   

   

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-hoc 
one’s.   

 

 

Universalturismo srl 27 

Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 90 € 100 

Medium seas € 100 € 120 

High seas € 130 € 150 



Orto dei Medici 3* 
Via San Gallo, Firenze 
www.ortodeimedici.com 
tel 055 483427 
 

 

 Hotel Orto de' Medici features a charming internal garden from the 
16th century, and a panoramic terrace with views of Florence. It is a 
10-minute walk from the Duomo.Guests can relax in the lounge, 
decorated with original frescoes and antique furniture. This historic 
building also boasts a Tuscan stone staircase and a suggestive 
corridor with vaulted ceilings.The rooms are decorated in classical 
Florentine style. Some offer views of the medieval roofs, or of the 
garden. They provide satellite channels and a private bathroom.The 
hotel is 1 km from Santa Maria Novella Train Station, and has good 
public transport connections. A pleasant 20-minute stroll through 
the historic centre leads to Ponte Vecchio. 

   

   

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

Universalturismo srl 28 28 Universalturismo srl 

  Single  Dus  Double 

Low seas   € 115,00 € 135,00 

High seas   € 115,00 € 135,00 

http://www.ortodeimedici.com/


Villa Miralunga B&B 
Via Beato Angelico, 37 Fiesole (Fi) 
www.villamiralunga.it 
055 59593 

 

 Located on a hillside overlooking Florence, 7 km away, Villa 
Miralunga is a small B&B set in a 18th-century building. It offers free 
Wi-Fi, free parking, and rooms with private bathroom.Rooms at the 
Villa Miralunga B&B are decorated in a traditional Florentine style 
with tiled or terracotta flooring. Each comes with air conditioning, a 
minibar, satellite TV and views over Florence.A generous buffet 
breakfast is provided daily at the Miralunga. Guests can enjoy Italian 
coffee with pastries and Tuscan cheese.Buses for Florence leave from 
outside the Miralunga Villa. The centre of Fiesole is 1 km from the 
property, and Florence Peretola Airport is 15 km away. 

 

   

   

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

Universalturismo srl 29 

Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 75 € 120 

High seas € 75 € 120 



Hotel De La Pace 3* 
Via A. Lamarmora, 28 Firenze 
www.hoteldelapace.it 
tel 05557734 
 

 

 Hotel De La Pace offers air-conditioned rooms in the historic centre 
of Florence. It is a 5-minute walk from the Accademia Gallery and 
Michelangelo's David. Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral is 1 km 
away.Rooms at De La Pace have a modern décor and feature satellite 
flat-screen TV and a work desk. Each comes with a private bathroom 
with hairdryer. Wi-Fi is available.A sweet and savoury breakfast is 
prepared daily, and can be served in your room on request. The hotel 
also has a bar where guests are welcomed with a complimentary 
drink.A bus stop is located right outside the hotel, connecting you to 
Santa Maria Novella Train Station and other sites around Florence 
less than a 15-minute walk away. 

   

   

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

Universalturismo srl 30 

Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 75 € 95 

Medium seas € 105 € 125 

High seas € 135 € 160 



B & B Le Cannelle 
Via A. Gramsci 52/56 Fiesole (Fi) 
www.lecannelle.com 
tel 055 5978336 
  

 Le Cannelle B&B is only 350 metres from Fiesole’s archeological sites. 
It offers air-conditioned accommodation. A buffet breakfast includes 
cakes, eggs and drinks.With free Wi-Fi and a satellite flat-screen TV, 
rustic-style rooms at Le Cannelle have a private bathroom, complete 
with a hairdryer and free toiletries.The nearest bus stop is 200 
metres away. Florence can be reached by car in 20 minutes. Parking 
near the property is free. 

 

 

 

   

   

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

   

Universalturismo srl 31 

Sgl Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 50 € 65 € 90 

High seas € 70 € 85 € 120 



Hotel Residence Palazzo 
Ricasoli 4* 
Via delle Mantellate, 2 Firenze 
www.hotelricasoli.it 
tel 055 352151 

 Set in an impressive, 16th-century building, Palazzo Ricasoli is found 
in a quiet neighbourhood of the historic centre of Florence. You can 
walk to the Duomo in 10 minutes.Your guest room is spacious and 
elegant. It includes air conditioning, Satellite TV, and internet 
connection. Hotel Palazzo Ricasoli features a fully equipped 
conference centre with a maximum capacity of 100.Start your day 
the Italian way with a typical breakfast at the bar. Snacks and drinks 
are available throughout the day. The cosy tea room is open until 
23:00. Why not relax on the panoramic terrace, which is equipped 
with deckchairs and sun umbrellas. 

   

   

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

   
 . 

 
Universalturismo srl 32 

Dus Dbl 

Low seas € 90 € 115 

Mediium seas € 105  € 125 

High seas € 130 € 150 



Grand Hotel Baglioni 
Piazza Unità Italiana 6 
www.hotelbaglioni.it 
tel 055 23580 
 

 Former residence of the Carrega Bertolini Princes, Grand Hotel 
Baglioni is just 300 metres from Santa Maria Novella Train Station. It 
offers exclusive rooms, free Wi-Fi throughout, and a rooftop 
restaurant.Rooms at Baglioni Grand Hotel are elegantly furnished in 
Florentine style. Accommodation features typical windows, parquet 
floors and high ceilings with wooden beams.The Terrazza 
Brunelleschi Restaurant serves breakfast and typical Tuscan cuisine 
for dinner. The dining area and the terrace offer views of the dome 
of Santa Maria del Fiore and Giotto's Bell Tower.The Grand Hotel was 
established in 1903. Interiors are decorated with frescos, paintings, 
historic photos, and statues. 

   

   

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

Universalturismo srl 33 

Dus Dbl 

One seas  € 188  € 225 



Hotel Mediterraneo 4* 
Lungarno del Tempio, FIRENZE 
www.hotelmediterraneo.com 
tel 055 660241 
 

 

 Grand Hotel Mediterraneo is set on the banks of the Arno River, just 
1 km from Piazza Santa Croce. Rooms offer free Wi-Fi, and there are 
3 restaurants serving Tuscan dishes.The en suite rooms include 
satellite TV, air conditioning and a minibar. Some have panoramic 
views of the river, of the green hills surrounding Florence, or of 
Piazzale Michelangelo viewing point on the other side of the 
bridge.The Mediterraneo Grand Hotel features a cocktail bar and a 
lounge where guests can relax. 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

   

 Universalturismo srl 34 

  Single Dus  Double 

Low seas  €         107,00   €       121,00   €           135,00  

Middle seas  €         109,00   €       123,00   €           137,00  

Hig seas  €         115,00   €       129,00   €           144,00  

http://www.hotelmediterraneo.com/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-mediterraneo/
http://www.venere.com/it/hotel/firenze/hotel-mediterraneo/


Villa Fiesole 4 * 
Via Angelico, FIESOLE 
www.villafiesole.it 
tel 055 597252 

 Featuring panoramic views of Florence from its breakfast terrace, 
this Fiesole hotel is surrounded by wooded gardens. It offers a 
restaurant, a pool, and elegant air-conditioned rooms with satellite 
TV and free Wi-Fi.Some rooms at the Hotel Villa Fiesole are 
decorated in a traditional style with frescoed ceilings, while others 
feature modern furnishings. They all have Sky channels, while some 
also offer lovely views of Florence.The restaurant serves both Tuscan 
and classic Italian cuisine, including homemade spaghetti, and steak 
with rosemary potatoes. An extensive American breakfast is served 
daily. 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

   

Universalturismo srl 35 

Dus Dbl 

low seas € 95 € 115 

high seas € 144 € 175 

http://www.villafiesole.it/


Hotel PIERRE 
Via De Lamberti 5 – Firenze 
www.pierrehotel-florence.com 
te 055 216218 

 Along with unparalleled positioning amidst opulent Gothic and mid-
century architecture in the city of Florence, as well as proximity to 
the remarkable Duomo, Hotel Pierre affords guests impeccable 
accessibility to captivating sites such as Loggia del Mercato Nuovo, 
Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo Vecchio, Uffizi Gallery (Galleria degli 
Uffizi), and Basilica of Santa Croce. The traditional guestrooms of 
Hotel Pierre showcase gorgeous antique furniture, windows that 
open, and an impressive selection of useful items such as flat-panel 
TV, premium satellite channels, direct-dial telephone, free Wi-Fi, 
safe, and minibar. The aptly furnished bathroom houses bidet, 
handheld showerhead, and phone. What’s more, bonus articles in 
the form of complimentary newspaper and toiletries together with 
air conditioning with climate control come as standard whereas a 
relaxing in-room massage is obtainable upon request.  

 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-
hoc one’s.   

 

 
Universalturismo srl 36 

  Single  Dus  Dbl  

Low seas € 105 € 115 € 135 

Middle seas € 120 € 140 € 160 

Hig seas € 140 € 170 € 200 

http://www.pierrehotel-florence.com/
http://www.pierrehotel-florence.com/
http://www.pierrehotel-florence.com/
http://www.pierrehotel-florence.com/


La Paggeria 
Via di Basciano 130 Firenze 
www.lapaggeria.com 
tel 055 401362 

 The Paggeria Bed and Breakfast is a stone villa in the Florence hills 
popular with visitors and Florentines alike for its cool temperatures 
during the summer months, clean air and splendid views over 
Florence and Fiesole. Guests at our bed and breakfast can relax by 
the swimming pool while enjoying a panoramic view over the town 
of Fiesole. La Paggeria B&B is located 500 metres from the Medici 
Villa Demidoff, 7 km from Fiesole, 15 km from the Mugello 
International Car Racing Track and 9 km from the centre of Florence. 

 

 

 

 

 Fares are breakfast  and services included. 

 Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-

hoc one’s.   

Universalturismo srl 37 

  Dus Dbl Triple Appartment 

Low seas € 70 € 90 € 120 € 100 

Middle seas € 85 € 110 € 140 € 130 

Hig seas € 90 € 120 € 150 € 150 

http://www.lapaggeria.com/
http://www.lapaggeria.com/
http://www.lapaggeria.com/


Hotel Firenze Capitale 
Via Lamarmora 38, Firenze 
www.hotelfirenzecapitale.com 
tel 055 5000157 

 Florence is not only Renaissance, it is Risorgimento as well. Few 
years after the Italy unification Florence became Capital of the 
Italian Reign. Due to the new social and political conditions, Florence 
was object of a real urbanistic revolution in consequence of which 
the old walls were replaced by large boulevards and new 
institutional and rappresentative buildings were erected. 
The Hotel Firenze Capitale is located at the second floor of one of 
those buildings, originally used for the foreign embassies.Totally 
renovated, the hotel has seven large rooms five of which decorated 
with original 19th century frescos. Elegant and comfortable, the 
hotel is perfect for pleasant stays which will allow our guests to feel 
at home after a tour or a long working day. 

 

Universalturismo srl 38 

  Dus Dbl Dus Sup Dbl Sup 

Low seas € 75 € 85 € 95 € 105 

Middle seas € 110 € 120 € 130 € 140 

Hih seas € 140 € 150 € 160 € 170 

Fares are breakfast  and services included. 
Fares for all year long, to be reconfirmed during fair and congress 
period. Fares valid until 5 rooms, not valid for group accommodation. 
If on the web is available a  better rate, with the same conditions, as 
the IUE policy, the hotel will be obliged  offer it, instead of the ad-hoc 
one’s.   

http://www.hotelfirenzecapitale.com/

